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"It is now admitted by all serious students that 
such a phenomena as Automatic Writing does actually 
exist, and that writing professedly obtained without 
the writer being aware of what he writes is not 
necessarily the product of morbid fancy or of semi
conscious fraud. And more than this, it is now 
recognised (thanks largely to the work of Gurney in 
England and of Pierre Janet in Fran~e), that two or 
more distinct trains of memory, feeling, will, may 
co-exist in the same personage, and may become 
acr:essible to us by artifices of various ](inds." One 
or more persons sit ·passively with the hands resting 
on the Planchette, as shewn in the woodcut. If the 
pe_rson is of a suitable temperament, the board will 
begin to move and write. With some people this 
takes place at once, with others the sittings have to 
be continued many times. If after repeated trials no 
m~vement takes place, it will be well to make a 

change in the sitters. 
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PLANCHETTE AND 

AuT~OMATIC WRITING 

CHAPTER I. I I 

PLANCHETTE WRITING 

The way to use Planchette is to place a piece How to use 

of white paper on a table or flat surface, in~ert the•p
th

le h tt anc ·e e. 
sharpened pencil in apex of Planchette, secure it in 

position with thumbscrew that it may act as a t~ird 

leg, and place Planchette on pa.per i~ the position 

necessary to com~ence writing at top of paper. 

Either one or· two ~nclividuals may use Plan- Contact but 

h h . b h · f h ' 1 . h not Force c ette at t e same ,time, ot o t em p ac1ng t e necessary. 
tips of their fingers oi;i the instrument, or hy one 

pair of hands being placec;I on Planchette, whil~t the 

other individual completes the circuit by taking hold. I 

of the operator's wrists ; but in no case mu!5t there be 

any actual weight .-used, a gentle contacf with the 
! I 

board being all th~t .is necessp.ry to produce th~ 

movement. Ask a question, but _ be sure not to 

confuse your own, or the minds of others, by asking 

two or more q.uestions at once. J ,, •• 
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Passivity of 
Mind. 

There is no necessity to keep the mind fixed 

upon the instrument, for having made the contact, 

and asked the question, conversation may be carried 

on relating to quite different subjects without 

causing any delay in obtaining replies. 

Manifesta-:
tions. 

In some cases there will be no manifestation 

for several minutes, but more often only a few 

_ moments elapse before one or both operators feel a 

stiffening or contraction in the forearm, and perhaps 

a sensation as of a· gentle electric current running 

downwards to the fi~ger tips. Then follows a 

series of minute crackin~s ~n the wood, as though 

the Planchette -itself contracted, .and.'as a rule the 

pencil commences to move at once. There is not 

always direct writing, but 'a series of up and down 

strokes like those of a chjld · scribbling at random, 

but sooner or . later, -~~cording fo the perfection of 

the conditio~s·; the w;iting becomes 'more legible, 

and is found to · be a reply, niore a'~ less complete, 

to the question asked. 

Who can itse Most ·c~uples· c~ui work the· instrument, and 

Planchette. ~any individuals can do s~ by themselves, but 

there are so:1De couples whos~ natures are· so con

stituted as to repe·l ··such manifestat~on, and when a 

few attempts result in failure, it is as well to try 

with some other person. ' 
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There may be two or more Planchettes at work Multiplicity 

on the same table, without affecting the phenomena fnstruments. 

in a detrimental manner, but in this case the ques-

tions should be m~ntal, or wfitten down, so as not 

to produce confusion in the minds of the bystanders. 

No bad physical or nervous results follow the Effects on 

ordinary use of Planchette, although with this, as Healt h. 

with all else,. continuous expenditure of thought~ 

energy on one subject, will wear out the particular 

set of nerves and muscles most used, and for this 

reason, moderateness is superior to ex~rav.agance. 

Planchette can draw symbols, pictµres, por- What 
• 1 fb ·1d· ·- £ fh' h Planchette traits, p ans o u1 , 1ngs, ort,s, etc,;, maps o it er:to can do. 

undiscovered land, ; it can reveal the whe-re:::i.bouts 

of hidden treasure, or lost wills ; it can .tran,smit 

messages in ~anguages totally unknown to ,{he 

operator, and can write new airs and harmonies 

in music ; it can· give details of inventions, repeat 

conversations betw.een indivi,duals, one-or( more· of 

whom are long sirice dead, and,reveal .secrets from 

the dead to the fo,ring, thus proving t}?.e presence of 

some conscious intelligence• ; it • can transmit 

messages from one quarter of the globe to another, 

between friends, and 1 in this way is often an aid in 

smoothing the troubled waters qf discord in 

families, or repair damage ca,used by: lovei:;s' q uarre\s, 
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What 
Plancliette 
cannot do. 

Planchette and Automatic Writing. 

and in fact all that one loving intelligent soul can 

do to· help another can be done by means of 

Planchette. 

Neither Plancbette nor automatic writing can 

infallibly tell wliat the future holds for anyone. 

The utmost that can be do·ne in this way, is to point 

out the possibilities, probabilities, opportunities, and 

openings likely to arise, and dangers of sickness, 

etc. ; for t:he' rest, 'it depends upon the will of each 

in'dividual concerned as to what use shall be made 

of such opportunity, 6r advantage taken of such 

warning~ or _whether circumstances !shall'be allowed 

to gufde the individual instead 'c,i being guided. 

Were it· possible by anyr· means_ to tell the 

exact future, it would', so to_ speak; remove the reins 

which control our personal progress, 6ut of our own 

hands, and p,lace them in a blind fate or chance. 

Of what use, then, our boasted. ideas of free will, 

selection, self-government, etc., since otherwise all 

ha~ beeQ mapped out beforehand ? 

Planchette cannot ·communicate about things, 

or subjects, with whicn the opet~tor has no sym

pathy;.- neither.can it draw pictures, symbols, write 

in foreign languages, etc., unless the- operator 

possesses the .inherent ability to do these things of 

himself,• although he may never have used such 
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powers m any way ; for although the force con

trolling the instrument be an intelligent entity, 

yet the power for manifesting· that intelligence to 

our outward or material senses, is derived from the 

person, or through the nervous and mental nature 

of the operators, although of course they are them

selves not conscious of such power being drawn 

from them. 

13 

\Vriting by means of Planchette has never Popularityof 
t Planchette. been more popular than it is at present ; ye , pro-

bably not ~ore than half of those for whom the;, 

quaint little machine runs glibly a:long, have any 

clear conception of what force it is which propels 

it, or whether or not ther,e is a conscious intelli-

. gence at the back of .it all. 

Such strange and startling results have followed Respect for 

the use of Planchette with some people, that it is. Planchette. · 

little wonder if it does ,not in time come to be 

looked upon with a degree of reverence, scarcely 

inferior to that paid to the tripal gods of a savage, t· 

or semi-sav~ge race. · 

In some instances lost propert)'.' has been Nature of . 
d h h . i: • .6 . d b ·t · Communica-recovere t roug •m1ormat10n o ·ta1ne y 1 s uset; t. ~ • · iom. .. 

friends long mourned as dead have been d~dar~d 

to be alive, and after events have proved the trust

worthiness of the hope-inspiring message given :by 
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the little pointed messenger. Illnesses have been 

avoided or cured,. by care taken through the 

warnings and hints of Planchette, and journeys 

undertaken at its instigation have proved very 

profitable. 

All, this is very good, but there is a reverse 

to this, as to all other subjects, and it may be as 

well to explain here, as clearly as possible, the 

nature of the force with which we deal when con

sulting this weird toy. , 

What causes . The mere fact of · gently laying our hands on 

M
th e t a specially constructed tablet of wood, with the 

ovemen. · · 

( , 

What 
cont-rols the 
Movement. 

. (, 

.express intention ·'?£ willi~g it to write a reply to a 

spoken or unspoken question, creates a current of 

magnetism of a more or less powerful nature, and 

after a time the tablet of wood becomes so fully 

impregnated with this magnetism, that it is forced 

along in obedienc.e to :that ~ntity which controls 

the magnetism., 

Now this entity may b~ the ego, or higher 

self, or sub-conscious self, of one or the other of 

those whose hand is in contact with the board; or 

,it may be another ego or soul, with whom these 

Qperators are more or less in harmony or sympathy, 

but whose consciousness is more powerful, or whose 

~11 is more highly developed than theirs. Thus 
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we see the possibility of obtaining information from 

several different sources, viz. : 

(1) A communication may come from the 

conscious br-ain of either of the operators. 

(2) From the sub-conscious brain, or the 

higher self or soul of the operator. 

(3) From the sub-conscious mind or soul 

of some living entity, whose vibrations (or 

condition of thought force) are in harmony 

with that of the operators. 

(4) From the soul of some entity who bas 

departed this physical life, but whose desires 

at death were for more material existence, and 

who grasps the opportunity which this current 

of magnetism now gives it, of once more holding 

converse with the matter of earth, and its 

inhabitants. 

(5) From some. spiritual being belonging 

to another planet, such as Jupiter, or another 

phase of existence, such as nature spirits, 

elementals, etc. 

15 

We therefore see the possibility of communi- Message 
· 1 · h 1 h h · ff sender eating, not on y wit some sous w o ave cast o t l no a ways 

this body, but also with those who are still iri the conscious of 
. · . . _ so doing. 

flesh, as well as giving the soul of the operator, an · 

opportunity for making the brain conscious of 
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things, which under ordinary and positive conditions 

it is incapable of doing ; but I may here mention, 

that in the case of receiving communications from 

a living individual, such person is rarely conscious 

of sending such messages, although it has often 

been proved that similar thoughts-had been in the 

- mind at the time. . 

A re But it may be asked, what about the trust-
Planchette h" f h "£ • H . Messages wort 1ness o t ese man1 estattons. ow can 1 t 

trustworthy? be known when and what to believe? 

Like begets 
like. 

: It is a natural law, that if a powerful or magnetic 

individual comes into a. room containing several 

others, he can by his. mere presence, alter the whole 

tone of the company. If the spirits of the party 
J 

have been low, gloomy,, and depressed, the arrival 

of a cheerful, happy individual, raises, them at once 

considerably nearer to his own level, thus impreg

nating the atmosphere of the whole room with his 

own nature; and in a similar manner, a gloomy, 
' , 

satur,nine individual, will frequently spoil the 

pleasure and happiness of' a roomful of hitherto 

cheerful people, siniply by bringing his state of 

mind into the room,. =itnd all. ·this, too, without 

speaking a word or performi;11g a,n act •. 
. . 

· Now, something of this kind o~curs in t_ransac-

tions with the Planchette. If the mind of the 
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operator be flippant, sceptical, or expecting trash 

and nonsense from the pencil, then nothing of a 

trustworthy nature will result. For instance, if a 

scoffing individual asks, "Who are you?" and 

believes the whole affair to be connected with the 

powers of darkness, then the answer will be 

17 · 

"Beelzebub," or somethi11,g equivalent. But a S. ·t inceri y a 
sincere individual anxious to learn the truth, to Necessity. 

gain knowledge, to se~k wisdom, or interchange 

thoughts and ideas with other psychically endowed 

entities, will be rewarded with true and reliable 

statements. Such a person recently purchased an 

instrument, which, after briefly replying to a question, 

wrote, " Please take me back, my legs are c;rooked," 

d . . . £ d h f h Complaints an upon exam1nat10n, 1t was oun t at one o t e from 

legs had got slightly bent, which prevented the full Planchette. 

freedom of the little castor on which it turns. Now 
' not one of the operators had tho.ught of looking at 

the legs, much less did they suspect their lack of 

symmetry, and yet the truth was volunteered• 

How could this be done other than by a conscious 

soul or entity, using the magnetism supplied by the 

operators, and so communicate to the consciousness 

of other people, what had otherwise remained 

unobserved; 

But this is not all. It is proved that a secret 
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ls Planchette whispered to Planchette by one person, may be 
a Tell-tale. 

communicated to another, if no favourable oppor

tunity be given the instrument for disburdening 

itself in the desired quarter. I will make my 

meaning clear. 

Miss B--, a ·refined lady, who is an expert 

. , , user of Planchette, and gets very reliable informa

tion, was persuaded to lend it to a friend, Mrs. 

W--. Some time elapsed before it was returned, 

and when it came back and was questioned, it did 

not reply at once as was usual, but, instead, it· 

wrote down a long rigmarole of nauseo~s epithets, 

curses, and threats, most astonishing to its recipient, 

who had never experienced anything so spontaneous 

and disagreeable from it before. Well aware that 

such effects must of necessity have a cause, Miss 

B-- immediately·visited her friend, and enquired 

to whom she had lent the instrument. 

"To Mr. S-. --'' was the reply, and to Mr. 

S-- Miss B-· - then repaired. 

" Why did you curse and threaten the Plan

chette, when it would not write for you?" she 

enquired. 

Astonished at such a question, Mr. S-

could only falter, and stammer in. reply : " How did 
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you know ? There was · no one in the room at the 

time, and I have never spoken ofit to anyone." 

" Nevertheless, it is correct that you lost your 

temper," said Miss B--·-, "because wheri I placed 

my hands upon it, and asked a question, it repeated 

to me all that you had showered upon it in your 

anger, before it answered me." 

Thus the impatience of the man who had filled 

the instrument with his own magnetism, and had 

not waited to get calm and satisfactory results, has 

provided others with ·a lesson to behave seemly, 

when dealing with forces out of the ordinary. 

19 

Another queer thing abmit Planchette, is its Planchette 

seeming conscientiousness, and orderly methods. If 0rder'J' ta'!'ld 
conscien ious. 

a question is asked, and there has not been sufficient · 

magnetism to obtain a reply at once; and a second 

question is asked, Planchette always replies to the 

first question, as soon as the force is p·owerful enough, 

and in this way, many seeming untruths can "be 

accounted for, because impatience in the operator 

breaks the necessary conditions. 

Sometimes the controlling' intelligence claims Denizens of 
t b · h b · t f h l h · M other worlds o e an m a 1 ant o anot er p anet, sue as ars, controlling 

Jupiter, etc., and although af the present stage of Planchettt. 

evolution and scientific research it is not possible to 

prove the accuracy of statements concerning their. 
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Fi'Ye 
Elementals. 

Pla nchette and A 11,tomatic W 'Yiting. 

own planets, yet their replies to questions are often 

full of suggestion, and really help to explain away 

some of the mysteries which surround our solar 

system, as we understand it. 

There is also another class of entities, or forces, 

which make use ·of the medium of Planchette. 

These call themselyes elemental spirits, such as 

spirits of air, water, earth, fire,. colour, music, etc., 

but su<;h manifesting entiti~s,.are far more rare than 

those previously menti~necj ... One such entity, claim

ing to be a fire elemeµtal, haying his existence in the 

sµn itself, and partaking of its nature, wrote through 

, Planchette a s~~rt tim~,ago.; The operators were 

an earnest-mi.qded ·couple, deeply engrossed with 

the study of the occult, prepared to learn, but not 

over-credulous. During the manifestati~ns, many 

hints were given as to the nature. anq. working of 

the sun, and of its e~blems in the fire of desire, 

thought, action, love, self-:sacrifice, etc., and much 

food for reflection was given. . When asked how it 

could transmit such idea~ into English, the reply 

was, that it communicated its knowledge to· the 

souls of the operators,. a~d their power of thought 

unconsciously tr,anslated ~hose ideas into their o,wn 

language, so that it · was merely a matter of soul 

communing with soul, the Planche~te being the 
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rpedium used to carry that knowledge tp the con

scious, but less sensitive brain. 

21 

This sort of thing, if carried out to any extent, Planchette 

would enable us to hold communication with the as '!n '!'id to 
Scientific 

inhabitants of other planets, and so make occult Research. 

science, the handmaid to more material science, 

although, of course, the necessary element in all 

such experirµents, must always be ,a conditjon of 

sympathy, or ·harmony, between the operator, and 

the controlling entity. 1 , 

The style of hal:ldwriting done through Pia~- Whos, 

chette, v~ries with the identity, and force of per- writinhg does · 
Plane ette 

sonality of the controlling ego. A lady w,ho .had·imitate. 

been grievously troubled for years with evil spir.ituql 

influences in her 'home conditions,• wrote to a 

"psychic" adviser, from whose advice she ·~btained 

much help and comfort morally, and psychica.lly, 

and soon ~fterwards comme;n·ced to u,se P.lanc;hette. 

She was astonished to ,find. tp.e style of 'writing 

through Planchette, similar to that reGe~ved f~om. 

the " adviser " alluded to,· alild upon aski;ng the 

instrument the ea use of the similari,ty, it wi;-ote, 

"Because ~t is ·the· ~pirit of G-- {the adviser) 

which guides me." When, however,, the,c;omm,uni-

c~tion come_s from the higher self of the operator, 

or from some spirit .belonging to another order of 
,, ' 
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Abuses of 
Planchette. 

Planchette and Automatic Writing. 

evolution than ours, the writing will be characterless, 

or similar to that of the operator himself. 

Doubtless, Planchette writing is as capable of 

being abused, as all other things which have their 

uses. For instance, it is within my knowledge, 

that domestic happiness has been wrecked, through 

the untrue statements written by means of Plan

chette. The seeds of doubt as to the constancy of 

their partners have been sown in the minds of 

credulous men and women, through the suggestion 

_of some vile magnetism, thrown upon Planchette by 

some bad-minded operator, or evil controller, and in 

some cases, too much trust in the assertions of 

Planchette, have resulted in commercial disaster, 

loss, and annoyance of different kinds. 

Tolerance of But because mistakes are made, and abuses ate 
Planchette needed. possible, that is no reason why there should be no 

good use or blessing derived from any particular 

mode of action ; but we earnestlf advise all users 

of Planchette, to approach it with a broad, open 

mind, full of charity and tolerance to other people's 

ideas, and yet in earnest to learn all the good which · 

can be obtained from contact with the forces, whicli 

though unseen, are ever with us. 



CHAPTER II.. 

AUTOMATIC WRITING 

Automatic writing differs from Planchette, in Automatic 

tha·t there is no instrument used other than the pen, Writing. 

or pencil, lightly held in the hand. 

The force necessary to produce the phenomena Prepa1,ations 

~f automatic writing, is practically of the same~:to~natic 

nature as that used in Planchette writing, but the W,-iting. 

development of :this gift is the more rare of the 

two, and evidence points to the necessity of a some-

what higher development of the psychic element. 

The operator takes his seat as if about to write in 

an ordinary manner, but instead of consciously 

doing so, he sits motionless, mentally asking for a 

communication. Mr. W. T. Stead, editor of the 

"Review of Reviews," who has had some extra-

ordinary revelations of a most reliable nature 

through automatic writing, says that he does not 

allow the wrist to rest on the table, but merely 

allows the hand to droop sufficient to admit of the 

point of the pencil touching the paper: this gives 

more freedom for the movemont of the pencil. In 
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Sensations 
experienced 
whilst 
Writing. 

Conditions 

Planchette and Auto.1nq,tic Writing. 

this way, one may receive messages and communi_

·cations from as many different sou_rces as _through 

the mediuni of Planchette. , 
..... ' . ' 

After sitting · for a · few minut~s, either with ·a 

passive mind. (i.e., dwelling upon nothing), or con-· 

'?enti-ating the tnirtd _ up~n the desire for a_ message,_ .-
. . 

a numb ·sensation comes to the h'1:nd · -and ·arm, the 

pencil is no longer felt, and the· hand is -~ometh~es -

jerked across the paper· once :br twice· as if to test 

its pliability ; then a name is ~ritten . rrtor~ ·or less 

legibly, the peculi'~rity· in I atltdmatic writing-being 

that the name of 'the avow~d transmitter . of· the 

message, often.appears both at tb~· commencement, 
. ' . 

and at th'e termination~of. the message. The style of 

writing is also a distinct imitation of that of the -

entity cl~iming to writ~, although ~ati:ir~lly, it. :will 

be ~ore or less impe~fe~t, acc~rding to the· degre~ 

of sympathy, and the pei-fe~tio; of the· cohdi ti~n~. · 
, ' 

The 
for 
Automatic · th rough 

communications or ~essages ·received, 

JiUto~atic writing, ~epend. for · their 

Writing. accuracy ~nd reli~bility upon:- ,·_, 

I st. The · sincerity ~pd ~ntegrity of the 

operator. 

2nd. ·· 'Fhe cha,racter and pure motives·of 

the controlling ego.·• 
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3rd. The amount of harmony existing 

between the operator and the controlling ego. 

4tb. The health and favourable surround

ings of the operator at the time of receiving 

:the m·essage. 

U niess these conditions are more or less complied 

with,·there can'be no automatic writipg. 

26 

Now comes the question, as to the wisdom of Is Passivity 

b -. - . - . f . - h . d of Mind 
- emg qmte passive, or o concentratmg t e· mm - , desirable ? 

-•upon what is desired to· know. 

Some automatic writers -declare that. when 

their mind is _passive, they obtain results more 

-- rapidly, and full 'of interest, tlian when using'con

centratiOJl. This may· be true, because during the 

condition of passivity, the floodgates are open as. it 

were;to all comers, and the hand is used by the 

. first -forcible entity which conies along, whether it 

be good, bad, or indifferent, but 'the nervous system 

of the operator, is so fully drawn upon under these 

conditions, that it is l1kely to receive damage by 

such close contact with powerful occult forces not 

altogether desirable, yet having sufficient sympathy, Results of 

to enable- such force to-make use of the operator's Passivity. 

system. · When this is the case, the after effects of 

automatic writing will be decidedly unpleasant, 

much lassitude and nervous depression being felt, 
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to say nothing of the proportionately weakened 

will power, according to the time thus spent, and 

yet the results, so far as the writing itself is con

cerned, may be varied and interesting, if rambling 

and inconsistent, i_n dealing with a subject. 

Concentra- , In the cas~ of concentration, however, the mind 
tion superior f h d • b · · · f to Passivity. o t e opei;ator es1res too tam commumcatlon rom 

Whomaytry 
Automatic 
Writing. 

certain sources, or concerning certain matters, and 

although the controlling entity may be his higher 

self, the ego of a sympathetic friend, either in the 

body, :?or oµt ·of· it; ·,or, it may be an entity of 

a::1oth~t 1, pp.ase· .of evolution altogether ; yet it will 

at l~ast,be equal in1 Jnoral and spiritual discernment 

with. ·the operator, i£ not superior, whilst the subject 

matter will be instructive, enlightening, helpful, 

ancf. will. ¼,eep to its subject instead of rambling; 

and the h~a,lth of the operator, will remain equally 

as good, a.s though t!he t.ime had only been spent in 

ordinary writing. 

It is perhaps as well to again urge upon would-

be·,i_nve·stjgators of.this class of phenomena, that it 

is safer : to approach· all occult forces, with high 

motives, sincerity, hon·esty of purpose, and a desire 

to learn· for im·provement,• rather than for fun or 

mockery.· For the simple reason, that these forces 

which are occµlt, hidden, or non-material, are as 
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yet more or less a mystery, and an unknown 

quantity with the majority of us, it is as well to be 

on the safe side ; for a right state of mind and a 

sincerity of purpose, is 1 a much better safeguard 

against baneful results; ~han the reverse of such 

conditions would be. 
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Yet all individuals have not the necessary kind Physical 

of magnetism to obtain automatic writing, without CO,~ndittion of 
re'Ya ors. 

a considerable change in their habits of life, because 

sensitiveness to the finer states of matter, is a 

necessity for such manifestation ; and those who 

have always lived. on coarse an.imal food; with 

co·rresponding surroundings, have naturally· built 

up the cells of their bodies with coarse states of 

matter; . whereas it is the subtle force of mag

netism,~actirig ripon the finer states of the matter 

of whic4 our bodies are composed, which produces 

the peculiar,, condition necessary for these mani

festafrons. It therefore follows,.Jh'.at the purer .the 

life, the·purer the-cbmposite·elements'of ... the physical 

body, the ~ore perfect will it be as a ( channel for 

the transmissiort~of mind and soul messages, from 
other entities; although it · does not ne-cess·aiily 

follow, that a high. moral or spiritual• standattd, 

always accompanies ~ even ·tlie mbst• .. favourable 

development of the psycliic nattire: ::r " ~ L. · ·' 
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Some may ask, " Is it right to seek knowledge 
' from sources of an occult nature ? Is it not wrong 

to attempt to pry into things which Providence 

has wisely hidden from us?" To which questions 

we can only reply by saying, that if these things 

are wrong, then it must also be wrong to attempt 

to understand the hidden forces, which lay in the 

heart of things, such as are discovered by chemistry, 

and electrical science ; also in that marvel of 

scieIJ.c~s, astronomy. In' fact, the progress of all 

branch~s of scienc;e would abruptly end, if it were 

considered wrong, to exploFe regions and states 

hitherto unknown, and all men obeyed such 

teaching. 

No, we emphatically declare it is not wrong, 

but in place of looking upon occult studies as a sin, 

we consider them aid~ to true moral and spiritual 

progress,; because by means of them, we get unde

niable proqf of higher states ·of being, than the 

physical state in which we now are. We prove to 

our ow:Q, satisfaction, that there is an undying part 

of us, apd more thoroughly grasp the .full meaning 

of that old, old teaching, "As ye sow, so shall ye 

also reap," and no sincere individual, can fully com

prehend this, without making noble efforts to sow 

of the best, that the best only may be reaped. 
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Th us, to an honest soul, all contact with the fin~r. 

forces of nature, such as are :manifest in psychic. 

phenomena, must furnish lessons in controlling the 

more gross and animal part of the nature, must 

broaden the views of mankind in general, enlarge Moflal 
. Aspects. 

the sympathies, an~ prove to us, our indissoluble 

relationship with the Universe as m~nifest in 

the · Fatherhood of God and' th,e Brotherhopd 

of Man. It must al~o teach the oc9ult student, 

that growth , and perfection of soul, as. also of the 

body, can only come with variety of ~xperience, and 

constant uses of t~e powers posses~ed, and that in 

order to obey the Divine, comzp~nd, '~ ~e ye 

perfect," it is necessary to 9btain knowledge, and 

experience, of everything possible.; tp learn tq dis

tinguish right from, wrong, good from evil, beauty 

29 

, \ ·, . ,:,• .,'' 

_from . unlovelin~ss, and how : c~n this be donE;', if 

ignorance in any department of n~ture is to pe 
regarded as satisfactory. As wise would it~ be, to· 

prevent a child from learnin~ to talk; lest it should 

in the future, use its power of speech,; to .ma~e 

un~ind and objectionable remarks. 

' • l I • ' ~ '. 

We each ·possess a divine spark within us. 

That divine spark has always existed, and wiil 

always continue to exist, and it is going through a 

series of studies, and experiences, in diffe'rent stat,es 

I I I} 1 ; ; ~'; • 

\.·. 
,•;, ',,:'.:···: 

: .;• : • ~ t 

• ,: \ ~•; • l • • t t I ~ I , ' I ~ • .. 
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of being, its present phase of existence, or temporary 

home, being in our physical bodies. By means of 

these different states, the soul grows to perfection, 

in the same way' as our bodies grow to perfection, 

by means of its daily exercises/and experiences . 

We do not consider it wise, or right, to deprive the 

body of its necessary daily meals, or experiences, 

and yet many well.!meaning, but narrow-minded 

individuals, would prevent the more ethereal, or 

spiritual part, of us, from obtaining such knowledge, 
' 

exercise, and experiences, as are possible to it, by 

me~ns of the use of psychic powers, which really 

are. opportunities for its more ready growth. 

Surely, this is illogical: 

All things, whether physical, mental, psychic, 

or spiritual, are for use and not for abuse ; since it 

is the abuse of things which create wrong doing, 

until our spiritual natures fully control our 

physical ones, and become so highly evolved, as to 

enable them to make soul to soul, or mind to mind, 

communications general, without the help of matter 
' . 

as a medium, it is certainly wise and right, to make 

use of such means as are available, for the further 
. . 

development of all that is highest and best within 

us; but it is as well to remember, that since we 

are at present located in matter, we must conform 
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to the laws which govern that matter, and since 

our bodies are the dwelling places of that which is 

divine, we have a right to do nothing which will 

Injure that body, and this is why we urge a 

moderate use of all practices, which, if abused, 

would do harm to the health of either mind 

or body. 
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Elementary Astrology. By Frank Ellis. Plain, simple 

.lessons j,~' the s~ie:µce of Astrology, forming one .of the 

simplest,,_manual~ pµblished.J It gives a most .reliable 

method of delineaJing character, diagnosing disease, deter

mining -the mental and physical qualifications, conjugal 

adaptability, etc., from date of bir~h. i Illustrate~ by six 

plate diagrams. Price 6d., post free 7d. . J Jr 
1 

, J 

Planchette aJ1.d ~utomatlo Writing. By Ida Elli?. 

A treatise on how to use· Planchette and th~ p:\}eno!Ile~a 

.of automatic writing. , Price 6d.,. po~t free _7d. 

Clairvoyance and Olairaudienoe. By Hugh Crajg, 
• , I, 

F .B.I. M .S. A treatise on psychic and spirit forces, and 

how to cultivate the powers of Clairvoyance and Clair

audience. Price 6d., post free 7d. : 

H', 

, Instructions · in Crystal Gazing. By Id~ El~is. How 
I 

to read the past, -.present~ and future by means of ~ Crystal 

Globe. Contains valuable info{~atio:r;i • o_n the origin of 

Crystal Gazing, who can cultivate it, ho:w to cultivate it, 
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care of the crystal, when to cultivate it, what is m the 

crystal, hindrances to Crystal Gazing, losing the power, 

and other . explanatory notes on the use and abuse of 

Crystal Gazing. Illustrated. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

Indian Oard Reading. By an Adept. The art of 

card reading explained in the form of lessons. The Indian 

method is the most simple· and at the same time said to 

- be the most accurate system known. It can be learnt by 

any person of average intelligence in two or three hours. 

The information in this book cannot be found in any other 

book, and the chapter entitled In Defence of Card Reading 

will be an eye-opener to most readers. Card reading 

professes to give information on business, love, courtship, 

marriage, what has happened, what is taking place in the 

present, and what will occur in the future, and whether 

or not a wish will be granted. All this and much· more 

will be found in Indian Card Reading. Price 6d., post 

free 7d. 

Character Reading from Handwriting. By Albert 

Ellis. A Graphological , text book describing individual 

,characteristics, as revealed by various types of Handwriting., 

Contains chapters ori characteristics alphabetically arranged~ 

types of handwriting, and types of handwriting in relation 

to occupation. Price 6d., st free 7d. 
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Guide to Health. By Albert Ellis. A health chart 

for the use of medical advisers ; with hints on health for 

the use of clients. Price 6d., post free 7d . 

. Herbal Remedies for Diseases. By a Medical Herbalist .. 

An alphabetical arrangement of nearly two hundred diseases 

and their remedies, mostly compiled from the private papers 

of Mr. Hunt, an able Medi~al H_erbalist who, until recently,. 

practised in Nottingham for upwards of a quarter of a 

century. Many of these prescriptions cost the publishers 

a large amount of money, and have never before been 

published. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

How to Improve Body, Brain, and Mind. By .Ida 

Ellis. ·Contains· chapters on choice of pursuit, courtship, 

marriage, health, food, smoking, ten;iperament, music, 

temper, the cultivation of psychic gifts, resemblance· to 

parents, etc. Third edition. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

Mesmerism and Hypnotism. By an Adept. An 

epitome of all the best works on the· hypnotic phases of 

psychology in the form. of question and answer. , The 

best methods of inducing hypnosis are also included. 

Illustrated. Price 1/-, post free 1/2. 
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Catechism of Palmistry. By Ida Ellis. The sciences 

of Chirognomy and Chiromancy explained in the form of 

a catechism. Over six hundred questions are asked and 

answered in the most simple manner possible, whilst the 

v-:trious typ~s of hands with their numerous lines and 

markings are fully illustrated by means of nineteen care

fully designed full paged plates. This is not a mere 

pamphlet, but an exhaustive work of over 150 closely 

printed pages, and we are confident that a more complete 

system of hand physiognomy cannot be procured. Second 

edition. _ Price 2/6, post free 2/9. 

Hand Physiognomy. Bx Ida Ellis. This contains 

chapters dealing with the defence of Palmistry; what 

Palmistry is, and what it is not ; objections to Palmistry; 

how : the -lines on the hands are formed ; foretelling the 

future;· the· making· of casts of hands; photographing hands, 

aiidl also· the making of impressions of the hands by means 
. . 

of Transferine. , It is a thoroughly reliable book, though of 

course not so comprehensive as the Catechism of Palmistry 

by the same author. Illustrated. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

Hands. and Events., 13y Ida Ellis. Twelve carefully 

designed plates, witli' their various lines and markings 

snowing the• signs for events. Size, 22 X 30 inches. 

Price 6d., t post free 7d. if folded~ or post free 10d. if on 

roller. 
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Key to Palmistry. By Ida Ellis. This sheet gives' a 

full explanation of the pictures on the Map of Hand and J 

of the wording on the Palmistry Poster. Second edition. 

Price 6d., post free 7d. folded, or post free 10d. if on roller. 

Map of Hand. By Ida Ellis. This is a new de

parture in Palmistry. It consists of a large hand on 

which are drawings illustrating the many characteristics 

shown by the hand, after the same principle as the 

symbolical phrenological head. A voyage is shown by 

a ship. Venus -by Cupid, and so on. For students of ) 
t 

• J 

Palmistry it is very useful for reference. Size, . 22 x 30 

inches. Third edition. Price 6d., post free 7d. if folded, 

or post free 1 od. if on 'roller. 

Palmistry Poster. By Ida Ellis. This consists of a 

large hand similar to the Map of Hand, but instead of" 

pictures to represent character and events, words only are , 

used. Size, 22 x 30 inches. Price 6d., post 1 free 7d. if· 

folded, or post free . I od. if on roller. 
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Types of Hands. By Ida Ellis. The various types 

of hands with thei.r numerous lines and ma:rkingi illustrated 

by -nine carefully d~signed plates. Size, 22 x · 30 inches. r 

Price 6d., post free 7d. if folded, or post free i o&~:.if on roller. · 
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Is Phrenology a Science? By W. P. Banks. A bo'.)k 

specially written to convince the reader of the truth of 

Phrenology. The chapter headings include the popular 

mode of decisicm, scientific methods of inv~stigation, 

faculties and organs of the mind, brain as the chief organ 

of mind, noteworthy principles, objections to Phrenology 

answered, and the utility of Phrenology. Price 3d., post 

free 4d. 

Phrenological Text Book. By Albert Ellis. The 

outlines of Phrenology, embracing skull, brain, and 

temperament; giving. the location and functions of the 

phrenological organs, and instructions how to cultivate and 

restrain the same. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

Phrenology and Musical Talent. By Albert Ellis. 

Shows the phrenological arid physiological qualifications 

necessary to become a successful vocalist or instrumentalist, 

etc. A book to enable aspiring musicians to analyse 

their own characteristics, and thereby enable them to 

become genuine successes in the musical world. It also 

contains important information on the b~ain as the organ 

of the mind, influence of each phrenological organ, 

influence of temperament or build of body, variety of 

musicans, small headed musicians, genius, hereditary 

tendencies, cultivation of musical talent, what constitutes 

..... 
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success,. musia;,i,I; instruments, instrumentalists, vocalists, 

COOlPOS,~rs,. m.usic:al instJmment makers, dealers in music, 

l~~r,s, teachers, choir-mastens, disagreement of choirs, 

v,~e of music ~s· a profession, . value of music as- an art, 

e,ff~ct. ox mu.sic on the health, and interesting e:x;periments 

with sound, etc. Second! edition. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

Temperament .and Charaoterr By. Aloert E!Hs. A 

l:>,0©k. :.fiull of instructi0n on• the ,reading 0f character· born 

the: form and, shape of ,the p,uman b0dy. P1cofusely 

illustr:ated with p.ortraits of remaz;kable peri,ons', and en

gravings of the nervous,. bony, µrnscular; and vital systems'. 

Sixth; e.dition. Price 64'., post free 7d.,. 

Map of Head. By Albert Ellis. This is a carefully 

designed head brought thowughly.· up-to-date,, giv.ing ·new 

and special drawings, 'illustrating· the manif'estation 9'1}d; 

l<;tea.-tion of each phr.enologicah organ, but 'without the 

atfotrary lines usualfy see:Q: op symbolical ,heads, which 

have done much to injure the cause of Phrenology; by, 

giving the impression to those ignorant of the science, 

tb..atl it is ~ systeui of; '·' hump feeling " rather than a 

sy§tem of praJni meq.5ux:ement. It is well woi;tih frarniiirg, 

oi ;would db· equaUy well as a. poster or window bi41. 

Size, ·22, x. 30 i_nches. Secmnd edition.. P:rfo:e, 6.dl, p@s17 free, 

7d, if folded, or post free I 0d. if> en l!'ollerr. 
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Phrenologioa.l Wall Chart. By Albert Ellis. An 

illustrated sheet containing a large symbolical head, illus. 

trations of the skull and brain, also of the nervous, bony, 

and muscular systems, with explanatory notes. Size, 

22 x 30 inches. Second edition. Price 6d., post free 7d. 

if folded, or post free rod. if on roller. 
,I 

Key to Heads, Faces, and Hands. By Frank Ellis. 

A system of character reading embracing phrenology, 

physiognomy, and palmistry, showing the harmony between 

these sciences, and giving, in alphabetical order, all the 

characteristics manifested by human beings, followed by 

the phrenological, facial, and chirological signs. Beautifully 

illustrated. Price r/-, post free r/1. 

Signs and Character. By Frank Ellis. A book for 

busy men, showing · each sign of character as revealed 

by temperament, hair, eyes, noses, mouths, backs, necks, 

cheeks, wrinkles,· foreheads, lips, etc., Second edition. 

Price 6d., post free 7d. 

Twentieth Century Physiognomy. By Frank Ellis. 

This is a text book on the science of Physiognomy ex

plained in the form of question and answer. The chapters 

deal with the history and usefulness of Physiognomy; the 

face in general, the forehead, the eyes, the nose, the mouth 
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and lips, the chin and jaw, the ears, the hair, the health 

.and profession; and an appendix, giving in alphabetical 

order, all the characteristics. manifested by human beings, 

and how to find their signs in the face. Price r/-, post 

free 1/2. 

Map of Face. By Frank Ellis. This is quite a new: 

departure m Physiognomy.. It consists of a large face, 

-0n half of which are drawings . illustrating the many 

characteristics shown by the forehead,· eyes, nose, mouth, 

cheek and chin. It. is after the same principle as the 

symbolical phrenological head. For students it is very 

useful for reference, and is well worth framing. Size, 

22 x 30 inches. Price 6d., post free 7d. if folded, or post 

free rod. if on roller. 

Physiognomioal Postel'. This consists of a large face, 

similar to the Map of Face, but instead of pictures to. 

represent characteristics, words only are used. Size, 22 x 30 

inches. Price 6d., post free 7d. if folded, or post free rod. 

if on roller. 

Thoughts on Psychometry. By Ida Ellis. T.his ·,book 

-deals with Psychic matters in general, and Psychometry 

in particular, and is the result o:f many years of special 

study and continued practi~e of this gift. The chapters 
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deal with Psychometry., its history· and utility ; some 

theoretical explanations of the phenomena; Psychometi;y. 

in· relation 'to phrenology, physiognomy, palmistry, physi

ology, hypnotism, and natural science; the religious aspects 

of Psychometry ; the legal aspects of Psychometry, and 

other important matters which go to make up an unique 

book, which by the way, is the only work on the subject 

published in England. ·Illustrated. Price 2/6, post free 2/9. 

Modern Yiews on the PopuJation Question. By 

Ida Ellis. Th.is work explains m a popular form the 

principles of neo-Malthusianism.' Great credit 1s due tcr 

the author for the excellent manner in which the subject 

is reasoned out.· Contains chapters on the law of popula

tio~, checks to population, morality of neo-Malthusianism, 

social advantages of· neo-Malthusianism, medical and legal 

aspects, and much other valuable information essential for 

those about to marry. Price 6d., post free 7d: 

The Great Secret and i-ts Unfoldment in Occultism. 
By Rev. Chas. Maurice Davies, D.D. A record of fovty 

years' experience in the modern mystery. Price 2/6, post 

free 2/10. 

Charts for Character Readers. By Alberti Ellis. 

Charts for the use of Palmists, Phrenologi~ts, PhysiogM~ 
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mists, Graphologists, Astrologers, Psychometrists, and He~lth 

Specialists. Price for one dozen assorted 2/-, post free 2/3. 

Directory of Occult Practitioners. By Ida Ellis. A 

complete list of Astrologers, Chromoscopists, Clairvoyants, 

Crystal Gazers, Graphologists, Hypnotists, Palmists, Phren

ologists, Physiognomists, and Psychometrists. Published 

periodically. Fifth edition. Price r/-, post free 1/1. 

Law and Oocultists. By Albert Ellis.. The opinions 

of eminent K.C.s, Editors, and Home Secretaries on the 

legal position of Palmists and other occult practitioners. 

Invaluable to Palmists. To be forewarned is to be fore-

armed. Price 1/-, post free 1/1. 
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